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The group in front of the Castle Freusburg:
One night in the Middle Ages...
What students say:

"I think apart from some professional knowledge gained from this trip, the most impressive thing to me was about the scale of this company. I never thought about that only 25 people could make up of such a professional company which could have cooperation among the world."

Mobile Mapping @ IGI - a small but very innovative company located in Kreuztal
The IGI RailMapper in operation.
From street to rail – changing between worlds?!
“See yourself with different eyes!”

The IGI concept of system integration
The (very) small village Freusburg – typical German?!
The Freusburg Castle: a beautiful place to stay – like a journey into the past

What students say:
„The accommodation was very cool and I like it much!“
Enjoying the history of Photogrammetry, enjoying the German beer and enjoying the enthusiasm of Prof. Albrecht Grimm: the founder of IGI and the most-known Meydenbauer biographer.
Innovative concepts in photogrammetric mapping: wekuFly Gyrocopter Photogrammetry @ Siegerland Airport

What students say: „Photogrammetry with the gyrocopter is such a creative idea which compromises between the UAV and the large plane. It inspires me and expands my view of the application of photogrammetry“
What students say:

„It was really a nice trip! We've learned much about photogrammetry and deepened our knowledge from lectures by many practical and vivid presentations and demonstrations. So sincerely appreciate all the effort of you and clerks from the companies.“

Being back there in 2018?!!